Here are the notes and action items from today’s phone call. Red is an action item or needs confirmation.

Performance Testing –
- States - please submit your completed performance testing to Dave Van Deusen as soon as you complete the work. ACTION ITEM
- Dave and the group will start looking at ways to compile & share the data on the website.
- We will spend some time at the May 2 meeting discussing how to share the results, and if we want to do more testing with different aging protocols.

Short Term Research Write Ups:
- Please review the documents to ensure they are compete and acceptable. ACTION ITEM
- Ben & Joe will come up with a way to find out what innovative research ideas are being applied to change specifications in the area.
- States – please provide innovative case studies/applied research that you may be doing that will have impacts to your specifications ACTION ITEM
  - Ex: Illinois requirement for Longitudinal Joint Sealers

Pavement Workshop – Agenda
May 23:
9:30-10:30 (30 minutes) Flex Overview – Presented by Barry Paye
2:15-3:15 (1 hour) Flexible Team – Overview of Performance Testing Program and Results to date
  Presentation to be made by the testing state (Need a name) – 5 minutes each.
  - IFIT (IL)
  - DCT (MN)
  - Ideal CT (TTI)
  - Mist (MTU)
  - TSR (MO)
  - SVECD (UNH)
  - Hamburg (WI)
  - SCB, others (MN)
Information to be organized by Dave
Barry Paye will Moderate:
May 24:

State Testimonial – Paye 1pm (10 min)

2:15-4:15 Flex Research Track (25 minutes each) – Moderator?
   1. Dave Van Deusen – Overview of track performance to date (data, IC, performance)
   2. Eshan’s Overlay Study (need specifics on what will be discussed)
   3. Cold Central Plant Recycling – AET Speaker
   4. NCAT Update – Test track performance testing information
   5. (backup) – Asphalt Binder Specifications (MSCR, Other tests, the future....) – Mike Anderson or Andy Cascione

Please let us all know if there are any updates or changes to the agenda as described here.